
ELECTRICAL 
DISTRIBUTORS

FOR INFORM ERP SOFTWARE FOR

Inform ERP Software is the one integrated solution that will transform your 
business operations. DDI System provides the automation you need and 
delivers a quick return on your software investment.

“ Now, at the push of a button, we have eliminated 
unnecessary paperwork and automated the special 
ordering process.” ~ Frank Capasso, Valley Lighting & Electric Supply

GET CLOSER TO YOUR CUSTOMER
DDI’s Inform software’s remarkable price matrix handles over 30 different 
combinations of product, customer and rebate contract pricing.

• Vendor-driven SPA (Special Pricing Allowances) pricing is made easy with 
contract pricing worksheets, MS Excel import and export.

• Advanced support for Trade Service’s eDataFlex pricing and content files 
automates price updates.

INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC WORKFLOWS
DDI introduces better workflows that transform your business into a more efficient,  
smoother running operation and designed for distributors like you.

• Eliminate paper-based business processes using DDI’s proven paperless 
workflows.

• Integrated point-of-sale capabilities allow you to provide fast, personalized 
service with copy/paste, quantity first, or product first order entry options.

• Superior functionality for cut materials as well as wire/reel lot tracking.

• Electronic Signature Capture eliminates proof-of-delivery hassles and filing, 
saving thousands of dollars annually.

• Single screen order and  
payment entry

• Precise rebate calculations

• Line item delivery scheduler

• Vendor rebate management

• Project pre-bill payment options

• Job tracking with quotes, orders, 
sales, purchases, and reporting

• Tasks, calendaring, and  
activity history

• Returned goods management

• Instant quotes and orders on the 
sales floor using mobile scanning

MARKET-AWARE 
FEATURES
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Superior Inventory Management
Identify sporadic, recurring and unusual demand to easily achieve higher fill rates, increase 

inventory turns, and eliminate dead stock. Inform’s ‘Automated Count Scheduler’ replaces 

inaccurate annual counts with manageable and reliable daily counts.

Unrivaled Warehouse Efficiency
Optimize warehouse operations with industry leading features like wireless barcode 

scanning and real-time order and inventory management. Achieve high-efficiency and 

error-free inventory handling for single and multi-location warehouses, combined with 

real-time data from Inform ERP. 

Exceptional Multi-Channel Distribution
Unify online and on-premise selling channels. DDI System’s Inform eCommerce Pro offers 

customers a self-service portal to access and buy the products they need most, manage 

their payments and account, and browse other products your business has to offer.

Experience Best-in-Class Transitions & Training
DDI System’s 26+ year track record of delivering well-managed projects and seamless 

transitions are the core of your success. Our consultative approach allows us to fine-

tune the market-aware workflows that best fit your company’s needs.  Our team of 

data migration experts will collect and convert your account data with 100% accuracy.  

Continuous on-and off-site training accelerates your teams’ success.

Project & Payment Management Made Easy

Handle multiple shipments and payment options with precision. Inform easily 

accommodates your customers’ requests to deliver only rough-in products or specific 

rooms, while carefully tracking previous shipments and payments, and maintaining deposit 

thresholds. Users quickly manage partial deliveries and ‘take now’ items with visibility into 

inventory, warehouse staging location, and cash application. 

Contact us today to see how Inform ERP can benefit your electrical distribution business


